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 paRt – a  (10×2=20 Marks)

 1. What is the need for alE signal in 8085 microprocessor ? 

 2. What is masking and why it is needed ?

 3. Write a note on gpiB.

 4. Calculate the count for the timer to obtain the square wave of the 200 microseconds 

period if the clock frequency is 3 mHz.

 5. What does the instruction mov Cs: [Bx], Dl mean ?

 6. give the difference between near and far jumps.

 7. state the function of 8051 microcontroller signals : psEN Ea,

 8. What is the functions of 8051 registers DptR, pC ?

 9. Write a program to perform multiplication of two numbers using 8051.

 10. What is subroutine ?
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 paRt – B  (5×16=80 Marks)

 11. a) i) Draw and explain the architecture of 8085. (12)
 ii)  Write a program to subtract two 16 bit numbers. (4)

(oR)

 b) i) Explain the addressing modes of 8085 with suitable examples.  (10)
 ii) Discuss the software delays using suitable examples. (6)

 12. a) Write the features of 8251 UsaRt. Explain how data can be transformed and 
received using 8251 UsaRt at different baud rates. (16)

(oR)

 b) i) show the interfacing of aDC to 8085 and explain the procedure to  
 convert analog input to digital. (8)

 ii) Describe the serial communication using i2C bus. (8)

 13. a) i) Describe the shift instructions and rotate instructions in 8086 with an  
  example. (8)

 ii) Discuss the functions of the signals HlDa, RQ/gto, DEN and alE in  
8086 processor. (8)

(oR)

  b) How the interrupt is handled by 8086 microprocessor ? Explain in detail. (16)

 14. a) Explain the timer/counter architecture of 8051 with examples. (16)

(oR)

 b) Explain in detail all the special function registers of 8051. (16)

 15. a) i) Discuss the addressing modes supported by 8051. (10)
 ii) Write an 8051 program to find the maximum number from a set of 8-bit  

numbers. (6)

(oR)

 b) i) Explain the interfacing of a stepper motor with 8051. (10)
 ii) Discuss the i/o port programming in 8051. (6)
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